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To Secure Jewish Rights
By ALEXANDER-B
1. BUILD THE ANTI-IMPERIALIST AND
FASCIST UNITY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
It is tragic that in 1947it should still be necessary to warn
against a repetition of fatal mistakes committed by members
of the Jewish bourgeoisie and Jewish socialdemocracy in
many counpies. Have we already forgatten the fantastic and
suicidal ideas of the gb's that the Jewish people had no cause
to be bealarmed by the expansionist aims of Nazi and other
fascisms-"so long as they do not touch the Jews"? Rave we
already forgotten the notion that the Jewish people could go
along with the Munich policies of Western imperialism, poli-,
cies which encouraged and finaIly helped to unIeash the
second world war-"so long as Jewish interests were not
involved"? Do we not remember the inmedible and almost
insane idea that the Jews need not fear Nazi-fascism itself
-"so long as its anti-Semitism remains within certain
bounds"? This was the suicide program in 1990, and now we
are threateried with the 1947 version. For reactionary Jewish
social-democrats and Wall Street monopolists are now
dling the idea that the fascist-like attacks and persecutioris
of Communists and all genuine progressives under the T d
man Doctrine and Marshall Plan of "containing Communism," are o! no concern to the Jewish people. And some
people are so brazen as to propose that the Jewish people
shouId support these persecutions.
The Jewish people must never forget that the day the
"Anti-Cornintern Pact" of the Axis powen was sealed, the
day the Munich policies were institutd. the day that Hitler
started his anticommunist crusades-an that day the path
was cleared for the establishment of mmatoriums and um-

centration camps, which cost us six million lives, a third of
our peopl@-on that day the seeds of World Wi ll werc .
planted.
It would be Eolly not to learn these lessons, for the growing menacp of w q , reaction, anti-Semitism and fascism now
face the Arnericafi people as a whole and the'Jewis11 national
p u p within it. But if we are to have a clear perspective of
&e snuggles,ahead, we must recognize two basic propitiom. - ,
First, the new danger of war, anti.Sdtism and fascism can '
be challenged effectively only if Wall S t r k t ' s imperialist
,ofEensive for world domination is checked and defeated. Second, Wall Street's imperiaIist drive can be resisted only by
coml~ati~lgand defeating the Truman- Doctrine and the
-*
Marshall Plan.
Solne people think that the growing menace of war, fascism
and anti-Semitism can be warded off withbut cuming to grips
with and halting the drive of the American monopolies for
world rule. Such people must be awakened to cold realities,
I
to grasp the basic truths of the present world situation. The
only way to secure the equality and survival of' the J d h
people is to fight the new dangers of war, anti-Semitism and
\
fascism at their very source-Wall Street's imperial& drive
1
for worlrl domination. And this a n be afhieired only by t
k
4
most active participation of the Jewish people in the building of a powerful anti-imperialist ,and democratic hrmt of
the whole American people, within the Eramework of whicli
Jewish anti-fascist unity must be an organic par!.
There are abo some who believe that the Roasevelt policy
of world peace and .American-Soviet collaboration can bc
kinastated without specifically combating the Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan,
These people should consider the following:
First, the Truman-Marshall plaas are not something apart
from, but are on the contrary an integral .part of, the imprialist offensive of Wail S m and the Midwestern trusts.
With these instruments the Truman Administratidn seeks to
promote the drive of the American monopolies for world
domination. Tt is these policies that intensify the p w h g .
dangers of war, reactinn, anti-Semitism and fascism.
Second, the Marshall Plan, far from being incompatible
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and other economic means to whittle away the ~
~
political independence of the Wmtern E u m p l n
The heart of the M a d d l Plan i s the rebuilding af an hm
t G=yY
Tbh plm SC& M t u r ~W~Sand the Ruhr into a fortrea of Wall Street for emno& e%ploitation and expansion in Europe and for military abvetl;
turn @ast the SoPiet Uhion, the newr d m - ,
-dldevelopments toward Socidism.
T h e difEerence lie9, therefore, not in their imperhht Sib.
WV~S
nor in their p i v e e%panshniQt pfi~ebut
~ o d ~
in phmmlogy and to so= extent in metbod of presenThe Marshall P h implements the T m Doctrine spedfid y for the subjugation of W a t m Europe. The Trarnan
Doctrine iwlf is being a d to establish h e t i c a n irnperhht
domination in the Meditemmean, to tmnsfom Greece d
Turkey into A d a n foruwa, to mrry on uninmmptd
,attalcks upon the Bdhan muntries and the new European
d e m m e s . The M a d a l l Plan, like the Truman Doctrim,
is Wall §met's p l i q for pr;omobg a new Warld War.
Third, there are no essential dilBerenca between rhe foreign
and domestic policia of tbe Tntmau Adminiatration. The
reactionatp, a n t i h i t i c and p d d t &dve at home.-&
the inevitable counterpart of the Traman-Marshall i m p i d $it oibsive a b d The two complement each 6.
'T*
W
e
r they work toward tbe same end-to i~ureasethe profits
and power of the-Am&- masts, who dictate to both
=pitalist patties, the Demmatic as well m hRqmMiaa
It is therefore especially important to point wt that it b
imposeible -.My
to oppose reactionary damtic policha
while supporriag yetionmy foreign polidea
,
There. are othem who fall to set that
'

$.
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&&wm designd to dteelve and mid
Amoian p p k Thh darnhas kscl. ~~B

'

'

veto of the Taft-Hartley slave labor bill, in his
of ancm for civil liberties a d minority rights
in his declarations of support for certain economic meas.W favorable to the masw of the people, as well as his proh d sympathy for the equal rights of the Negro people,
YAW the hypoaitical doubledealing of the Truman AdminI-tiw,
as well aa of the Republican Party, in their s o d l e d
.$*port of Jewish national abipirations in Palesthe, was dem-&Hstrated with particular clarity in the recent Ammian
'I&heuversin the United Nations, notwithstan'ding AnLerican
-@port for the partition plan. Truman's "likalism" in
-&amtic d h h is sheer mockery in the light of his "loyalty
Jtwrrs" dm@, of the fasdst-like antiCommunist crusade which
he has instigated at home as well as abroad This crusade,
headed at home by the Thoma%Rankin Committee,
tens to emasculate every civil liberty of the American
ple, to encourage every fascist and anti-Semitic element
ithe country and to meate conditions favorable to the m m fitl to power of Fascism in the United Stam.
1 4 ruman's 'liberal" gestures on domatic policy are designed
b01inveigIethe masses into supporting the T m a n Docaine
h i 4 the Marshall Plan. And in order to break up the growing
tUppmition of the people to Wall Smeet's warmongering and
-hperialkt drive, the Truman Administration joins such
"liberal" maneuvers with outright semi-fascist intimidation
Wid attach upon the more ad&&
sections of labor and the '
-ive
movement. In this way, the Truman Administra*dhh and the Demoaatic Party hope to cord sufficient mass
-ha port to win the elections in 1948.
-0 ourth, it is impossible to fight for a return to the R a e polidea of international cooperation for world peace and
~ ~ . s o V i friendship
e t
without at the same time m m .bndng the Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan.
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What le W"J d h PoHc~P

There are certain Jewish citda which pmfm to favor a
!MWm to'Rooswelt policies whiIe at the same time they not
1refuse to fight the Trhman-Marshall plans, but even go
&ng with them. ,They defend this vacillating and contrarbiaory position by arguing that this is "@" Jewish policy.
6
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This "good" J ~ w i s hpolicy is in ha neither @
the mnsadicticm in the atti*
Of & bwrge0h Jw8 whrrse

J0vi.h. It m d y d-

wlt polida while tbeir c h p i t i o n enforce3 mdendqa
support the Truman-Marahall p h
rti
" G a d ' Jewish policy, if it meam an*
at a& qg
w e the best interrsts of the masses of the Jewish peoplg,@
must serve the muse of the equal rights and surPivaL of
-Jewish people. How, then, can it be "good" Jewish
go along with or to remain silent in the face of the T
Marshal plans which menace the interests of the JM
people, as these policies menace the vital national intms&Bf
the American people as a , whole?
nrF.
The unfolding Truman-Marshdl p h are
at home by a rising offensive of antisemi(u.g, ,&
Hollywoad invati@on), of dimhimtion against and
seation of the mamy of all national p u p s , of d h &
attacks upon the Negro pmple, of anti-foreignism, of
.
Saxon "superiof' race chauvbiam Let us remember tbat #K
Truman-MarbU objective of "paving weatern civiliatirn'i
from a so-called menace from the East is nothing but braiFedf
imperialist ideology which apa the Hider theories of
svpwiority and promotes the drive for world dorninatiwMlf
the so-called superior Anglo-Saxon race.
The Truman-MmMl docaioe idms to split
two. What sire h e implications of this for the Jewish peo&]
Ia it not dear that if this plan were succwfd the overpyming majority of E u m p n Jewry, our brothem and a
s
im
who live in the Soviet Union, Poland, Hungary, R
Bulgatia and Yugoslavia would inevitably be separated &
split away from us?
v3d
By the attacks of the Tnunan-Marshall plan upon
p p l t ' s gweraments of the new Europeaz1 demwradea
by its support of the reactionary and h&t elwnam in
countries (those very elements which
respomible irx g ~ f
war days for savage p g m m s ) , the Truman-Wa&d &
itndaqm the security and survival of the Jewish wmmpities in thme countries. +By its s u p p t of tbc d
and fasdsts in Western Empe, the TrumamMwsMl ptpr
7

nm

a
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also seriously endangers the Jewish communities in France,
Belgium and Watern Europe as a whoIe.
In the Far East the Truman-Marshdlplan is underwriting
the rebuilding of Japanese militarism and fascism and is
bolstering the m h p t reactionary regime of Chiang Kaidek
in China. These reactionary regimes serve as bases for Wall
Street against the colonial liberation movements and againsr
the Soviet Union. This situation opens up a threat to the.
progrim and well-being of Birobidjan, which is so dear to our
people as the home of a growing Soviet-Jewish nation.
Our people in Palestine, on the threshold of statehood, are
seriously menaced by the application of the Truman.-Madall
pIans to the Near East and the Meditmanean area AngloAmerian imperialism endangers the
of tbat region by
attempting to build up that area as a major base for a new
worId war. T o this end, American andtor Anglo-American
imperialism are determind to prevent the rising Jewish
state from achieving full independence and selfdetermiria-

I

1

-

-

tion.
Since these fatal anti-Jewish features are an inwitable and
inescapable part of the Truman-Marshall plan all over the
world, how can'it be "god" Jewish policy to go along with
this plan? Above all, how a n a poliq be g o d for the Jewish
people, il it suppom a program whose major and cenaat
purpose is the rebuilding of a f&t
and imperialist Germany? For the central aim of the Marshall Plan is to rebuild
thir kind of a Germany1
Row can it be ''goad" Jewish policy to go along with or to
fail to oppose a plan whose aims are to subjugate and oppress
all nations and peoples and to prepare a new world war?
Since when haw national oppression and imperiaIist wars
become "good" for the Jewish people? Have we already forgotten that Hitler was a product d imperialism, that Hitlerism represented the drive of German imperialism for
world domination and that Hitler's war cost us 6 , 0 m , a
lives? Can it be "god" Jewish poIicy to go along with a
similar drive fur world rule by Wall Street imperialism?
Certainly, progressive Jewish leaders cannot fail to oppose
the brazen agents of Wall Street, the .Jewish Daily Fornard.
The rulera of the Forrvmd seek to intimi&u the Jew!@
8
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e to teach the Jewish
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Abramowitch ;wed the whole gang that runs the Fdnuaid;
But these are not the ideas or ~
~ of Roosevd5
t
df s
- WalIace, af the p e v e h e r i m labar and ~ p l &
mwements, T h e are not the sentiments of genuine h w i cap paviots who consider Wall Street their chief enemy and
who fight the Ammian trusts and momplies as &tbe betrayers of Arnerian national intern&, as- & respmaible ; for the Taft-Hastley slave labor law, for the incEeaae of an&
Semitism, fur the dmgen of the approaching economic crish

dihrent social systems can live in peace and wark

for the maintenance of world peace.
It was highly signi6
of intensifid imperia~istagitation
Tewish maDr. Stephen S. Wise a
issued fresh and d
world peace and
eqxaally eloquent in de
identifyina fascism with
MmhaIl Plan th
'

.

nate that Dr. Wise put himself in the contradictory position
of lending bh name to a statement of the S h m n Committee
for the Marshall Plan-a step hardly reconcilable with hiQ
entire democratic and pmRomve1: political outIook. Likewise Dr. Silver contradicted his very admirable position on the
Marshall P h by not repudiating his past support of a cham-

.

.

pion of imperialism and a prominent candidate for-theRepublican Presidentid nomination, Senator Robert A Tdt.
It was also unfortunate that a pro-Roosevelt J a v a l a b
leader like Mr. Pomhky, head of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workets, lent his name to the Stimson Committee for the
Marshall Plan.
Dr. Wise and Mr. Potofsky are examples of pmRm#velt
Jew& form who either advqcate the Marahall Plan or rehain from opping it because they believe this to be "god"
Jewish policy. Such attitudes are M u l and dangerous m
the interests of the Jewish people. Dr. Silver is representative
of those sections of the Jewish bourgeoisie who orientate
plitically on the Republican Party and who daim that this
will advance J e w s nationd aspirations in Palestine. The
truth iP that political alliances of Jews with, and support of,
the Republican Party, as well as the Demomatic Party, are
as antagonistic to the interests of American Jewry as to the
interests of the American people as a whole, Such Jewish
leaders as Wise and Silver, as well as Jewish labor leaders Iike
Potofsky, could make their greatest contribution to the Jewish
people and to America by joining with the consistentIy pr*
gressive, Left-wing and Communist forces of our peaple in the I s
building of the anti-imperialistand democratic unity of American Jewry as an organic part of the anti-imperialist d I
dmocratic mmp of Ameriat.
I
Changes in world -relations as a result of and since the
conclusion of World War II have uyseallizd and conmli- ;i
dated hvo major world camps. One is the imperialist, antidemocratic amp, headed by W W Street in alliance with British and French imperialism. The other is the anti-imperialist,
demomtic camp headed by the M e t Union, waging the
smggIe for national freedom and independence, for a dem*
cratic and durable world peace, for demmcy, for uprooting ,I
and destroying fascism.
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lampwerywhere. Thecentral&tkdim,whiEhhmtbe
all the^ 4.
JJews, is t~
~ unite and
~
hperi~taad~ticforeearaadm'jointheawiththe
ad-imperialist and -atic
amp d die Ammian p p b .
.'To do so r e q b a combtent an$ dcmmbd struggle
'against the enemies of anti-imperiht Jew* unity within
h e -'Jewish
national group W

kmdbary

and

MW

B o n q d a Foms
. A militant rtmggk must de carried on against the WIW
d&ta
d the
. &nary a d e m o a a t s , the Right-*
' P ~ r and
d N m L&,
the Fuling &qua of the JmMi
bbor Committee, the Dubinsky lmhrship of -the ILC.W.U,
and similar dements. These group are the agents d Wall
Street among tbe'Jewish masses, the allies and ~ A ~ ~ W
,

'

"

,

Q H

of the ThomwRamkin outfit and of various anti43dtm
They are the teadonary elements mowthe
Jews
that seek to intimidate and blackmail aur people into nrtp
porting the Truman Doctrine and M m h d P h T h y give
aid and comfolrt to the anti-Semitic and fascist &meats in
the new d e m m c b 01 E a r n and Cgnval Europe. %
are active in every mdonary move ta split the forces of
labor and progas in t h ~
United Stam d abmuL T J q are
using may meam to split and merit the tion on of
the c h o a a t i c forces of the Jewish people in 4 e d t m d .
field They are the champiions and s u p p m e ~of~ su& pro'fascia agents as 'lbbbi" SchuItz af Yonkers, who was d e
tuwnced and repudiated by 150 rabbjs and who was rejected
and h a U y f k e d to resign from his congregation.
A similar stru&e mrrat be waged against the
circles of the Jewish big bwrgeoioie who are park. d i t k
American trusts and monopolies and their hopid&--aive. -use
of their daes position and ~ E PW
PT~
J&hh
hugtois circles axe e n d of the aati-jqx&dhW

~ccampoftheAmmianpeopleasweZlasoftimJ~
peopk. '
Inder-t
p a i o d 8 ~ d t h ~ ~ ~ ~ & e J
11

bourgeoisie have been making a mmnmted &t
to extend
their p l i W and ideological influence. among broader
ma- of the h m h n Jewish national group. 1 - b re=tionary and anti-national Jewish big bourgeois operating
in the 1p
of the American Jd
Camittee, the
Anmi- Council for Judaism, and certain reactionary elements in the B'nd E'rith, have succeeded in imposing domination upon considerable sectors of the Jewish Welfare bard
and Jewish Centers, of the Jewish you& and &men's move
men& and upon the Jewbh War Veterans. Trotskyites and
reactiwary rsodal-democrats are being used extensively by
the anti-national elements of ,the Jewish big bourgeoisie to
penetrate the mass movements of the Amerian Jews..
We must take parnote of the newer tactics and
maneuvers of ,the American Jewhh Committee and similar
elements in &eir so-dIed mass activitk. We refer to their
demagogic association with, and use of, Jewish national a5
pirations, to the tactic of appearing to make certain a n cessions to the national sentimenu and desires of various
Jewish middle-class and professional group {in the matter '
of Jewirsh culture. in America and abroad). They have alsD
consistently collaborated with the Right-wing social-democrab! of the Forward and the Jewish Labor Committee. They
M v e also adapted the tactic of penetrating and seeking to
destroy the democratic content of such organizations as the
American Jewish Congress.
W e must also take note of the persistent darts of the
American Jewish Committee to build up a new world Jewish
center, in sollaboration with similar Jewish anti-national '
and reactionary forces in England and France, to displace
the World Jewish Congress. These elforts look very much likc
the applimtion of the Marshall Plan to the Jewish situation
with the aim of aeating a sort of bloc of "western" Jewish
communities in o p p i t i o n to the anti-imperialist and demqeratic forces of the Jewish pople.
Finally, we must begin to draw practial conclusions from
the fact that the American Jewish Committee and its dlies
are trying to gain increasing influence over the American
Jmih community through their tightening contrdl of the
callection and distribution of Jewish public funds. Elements
I2

*

+
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dements. They &o have d i e s among t h ~r e d d a
the B'nai B'rith and in the Zionht movement.
The American Jewish Committee and its allies are attemp@
- ing to estabIish their hegemony aver the Amerimn Jewi&
national group and Jewish life abroad They are trying to
prevent the unification of the anti-imperialist and d
d
forces of the Jewish people, to undermine and d e m m a k
the p p m i v e and labor movements of the Jewish musts
and to break them away from the genera1 anti-impdaht
'and democratic ramp of the American people. Their objective, in short, is to tie the Jewish peopIe hem and m d .
to the imperialist, reactionary and warmoqping &nsive
of WalI Sweet,
It L therefore dear that the demoaatic f m m of our
people must with a11 their enagies struggle against this expansionist drive of the d-national Jewish big business cirdm,
their agents and their d i e s in the Forward, Jewish hbor
Committee and otha ti^.

-
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S o d Forms, Pmgram and PoH& of
the A n t E b p e d a h t rjsnp
The b&ic forces of the anti-imperialist, d m t i c mmp of
the Jewish people are tbe worlren, the middle dames, the
prof~onats,the intellectuals. Thehie are the
ant%
p u p , headed by the working class, whose d m p i :
and most vital interests demand a stnrgg1e a p h t Wall, ;
Street's pmfagcirt ohuive at home and abrogd ? T h y m
therefore capable of uniting and fighting for the BD.&~W
e
t and demomatic unity of the Ameriw Jew. F
-,
. ,.
&ex are the classes and g m p s whose vital W .a~:

13
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Americans and as Jews fully &ci&
with the interests of
the anti-impjdist and demomatic ramp of the whole M-

a n pebple.
Life itself has already indimted the major demands, kumi
and policies which the Jewish people must undertake to
achieve dammatic unity. What is required is a struggle to
defeat the domestic and foreign offensive of the impetialist
and anti-demomatic ramp This is a struggle against the
Truman-Marshall plans and the warmongering ofEensive of
WalI Street and for a return to the Rmsevelt polides of world
coaperation and American-Soviet friendship. This is a smggle
for peace, for national heedom, for the uprooting of fascism.
We must struggle to end all forms and expressions of antiSemitism, and to have it declared a aime. We must 6ght
against all forms 01 national, religious and racial dispimination, for the complete equality of the Negro people, against
aU discrimination, against the persecution of national groups
and foreign-born. We must resist all reactionary and fascist
theories and ideologies of "race superiority," "white supremacy," the superiority of "we~erncivilization," and "AngloSaxon" domination in the life of the American people. W e
must advance the free and progressive development of the
Amerian national groups, socially and cultuxally, as organic
components of the Amerimn nation. They must be beee horn
assimilation forcibly imposed by Anglo-Saxon imperialist
chauvinism and free horn separatist tendencies manifested in
nationd group nationalism and chauvinism. We must fight
for the realhation of the national aspirations of the Negro
people in the so-called Black &It of the South and for equal
rights for oppressed national minorities in the United States
such as the Mexicans and Puerto 'Ilicans.
Important also is the struggle of the Amerim Jewish masses
for a friendly American policy toward the new demncraaes of
Europe where significant J e m communities are growing
and flourishing.
The fight for the full right of the Jewish community in
Palestine to nationd existence and statehood is and d l
continue to be a major objective of the democratic camp. It
is particularly necesary to concentrate our efforh to #cure
and defend tbe true independence of the Jewish state from
14

American or Anglo-American impmidist domination ( e m
-nomic, po>tid, military), to makc it a a u I y democratic and
people's state, and to meate eonditionar favorable for the
dosest collaboration in A f i e h between the Jewish and Arab
states.

F W y , a major field of smuggle is to h u m a t h e the inner
life of the American Jewish national group aad i t s various
mass organizatioas stnd htitutions. The antidemomatic
habits and traditions i n d u c e d and perpetuated in Amerimn
Jewish lift by Jewish philanthropists and upper Jewish
bourgeois
have become a serious obstacle to the antiimperialist and progruwive Life and growth of the A n d a n
Jewish national group.
In the struggIe for the d - i m p e d i s t and anti-bdst unity
of the American people, the Communist Party e m p a now
the urgent need to build the unity of the masses horn helm
in the mume of tbe daily smuggIe against the o W v e of reapion. A ~elf-aiticaladysis of our experience W t e s &at thirp ig how we must 6ght for the dcmoaa!ic unity d the
Jewish masses. We must go into the shops &dfactories,into
the mass organizations, into the communities and their institutions, and there help to build the fighting organs of the antiimperialist and democratic unity of the Amerian J d h
mama. In thh way we shall be able to extend and mlidify
our mllaboration with various progrmive and left leadem
of the J h h national group. Through the united h
iof
mass srtruggtes from below we must work for the unity of W r ,
for the united hont of Communists, Socialists, Zionists, alI
pro~ressivwand anti-fasdsts. In tbis struggle for the b d
demoma& unity of the Jewish people, the Jewish workers
must, and will, pIay a leading role.
hbor's leading role will be m t efEeaively promoted by
bringing so the fore the trade unions in which Jwhhwwkm
are organid. It is g e m e h ro talk of winning lmdemMp for
the working elass in the people's anti-hcht and m
v e
smz&g1en and movements witbaut building the - s
md
organization of the Communist Party. We must t h ~ @ ~ &
realize that the advance of the work= to lderWp
the
demomatic unity of the people wilI depend to st large a ~ t l l c
15
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&rid candidate, the

'

:,-..the IMmou-atic Party. At the same

rlrpe,

and resist all reactionary &om to
o
f
the
Jewish
r n w
.
Republiaa Party which wars the first
mi the monopolies during the
It is mcwsary to mobilize the
parties of Wall Street, its en
i
q the herim people and
agents (Liberal. Party). It
massm to fight for a third party and for a Wallace Pm&kg1 tial ticket.
We shall dm have to criticize systematidly the &or& d
certain bourgeois circles to win support for Truman on h e
tPlIse and dIeading ground that this is "good" Jd
policy.
We must explain patiently chat support for eider the Demomatic ar Republican Party tickets means support for reaction
- which is prepring the ground for faxism in America It
means support for war incitements and *reparation of a new
world war.
Some people think that Jews should support Truman because he is less dangerous than a Republimn d i d a t e , became he repregents a 'haer evil." Many p p l e are mid&
by this idea and it is therefore important patiently w expose
its f W e s .
The h
t thing to remember ia tha: the Truman plicies
are thoroughly reactionary at home as well as abroad This
we have already demonstrated in considerab1e detail. Truman's en*
politid course is musing and encouraging a
rapid growth of anti-Semitism d fascism. Despite his dernagq$c professions of love for the Jewish people, Truman is
building up in this country and abroad (Germany, France,
Italy) the worst and most dangerous enemies of our people
-the Nazis, the pro-fascists, the fascists. Truman, l&e the
Repubkaus, is playing h y p o c ~ i t i d l ywith the needs and
aspirations of the Ametican Jews.His support of the national
aspirations of the Jewish p p l e in Palatine is not mocivad
by the needs of our people. Truman is d n g to o h a h
strategic b a t and imperidist positions in Paleucine, a# h
a
the entire Middle East. And tbis is why the Truman A d m h
17
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Wation is determined to make the projected Jewish state
h p l e t e l y dependent upon and subordinate to Wall Streer
&dl rbe American monopolies.
''tkhe second thing to remember is that these reactionary
*ides of the Truman Administration, which mume here
and there fascist characteristics, are preparing the ground £or
4 k n greater and more violent reaction. Truman is prepwing
tM conditions for the advance and victory oE the pro-f&t
&i
fascist forces of the American monapolb. In other
&!his,
thia r@called "laer evil" is clearing the way for the
w a t e r eviL" hn't it dear that we must @ht and defeat
the "lesser evil" n w in order to prevent the further growth
h d vimq of the "greater evil"? That' is why we must o p
$&e both candidates of the Wall Street parties, the Demo&tic as well as the RepubIican.
1 )I

lit)

I

J l l n September, 1947, the Morning Freiheit M a t i o n pubW e d an open letter to the Amerian Jewish Conference.
This letter advocated the establishment of the American
Jmish Conference as a permanent organization which would
b m a t i c a l I y unite and m d i n a t e the activities of the
miated organizations and communities, This Ietter propod
bur major objectives:
1. Support for Jewish nationaI aspirations in Palestine
Paid for a demmatic United Nations salution;

zia. Oppition to tbe Amerian policy of rebuilding a fasdst and i m w t Germany and support for a demaaatic
pace treaty with Genaany. The weary should be arrived at
manimoudy by the four great powers-the only way to u p m ~
h e i s m and provide reparations to the Jewish people am1
their European communities for the immense 1 m wifered
&the hands of the Nazis:
~rrb.S-Ie
for the outlawing of a n t i h i t i s m in fhe Unifed
States, support for appropriate legislation, and opposition to
h e cowardly and dangerous policies of "silent treaiie'nt"
$rsd "hush-hush"promoted by reactionary &dm of the AntiDidamation League, the American Jewish Committee and the
J%W
Labor
SI Committee;
-rr;l. 'The upbuiIding of the Amerian J h h Conference
18

a gequindy h m m t i c body mpable ot unifpfrrg and lea&
1fti1)
ing the struggles of the Amerian Jew&
."
-Wecan implement +is -am
if wk
the initiativh
in promoting and o q p h h g mass mwtapents and
h.om Mow-in the shop&m o r p i d i m s and a o m m e t
ties.,An important action on this h n t f the h m d i u g oftmi
~ m o t s . m w e m e n by
t the American J&hb h b m G o d b
and the Jewish People's Fraternd Order to mdaw adkh
Semitism by federal and state legislation. Such a
t
an draw into active struggle unions,m
tiai*o?tl&
..
t e r d , d n u a l , youth, veterans', and women's
such a movement om exert strong prraaore fa='of national and state legblation Bgninst anti-Semitism,
project the fight against anti-Semitism as an .imprtant
for the 1948 elections.
IIUII
Joint actions of vwioua national p u p s and miaorit&d
nation and for equal rights, have become frosriible and she*
together with the Negro people, in the fight against dha5dd
be .enugum immediately in many cities and commmb~
ti^. Nor &odd we oveplmk the Wibility .of such joint1
r m i
action on a national d e .
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2. PALESTINE
The decision to eatabbh two indepdent and
sates in Pal&tine-a Jewish and aa b b s t l t e i s an even#*
great histork signi6ca=
This decision has laid the bash &E
a dammatic wlution in the hterests of both peoples and b

world peace and demoaacy. This decision is primarily
ta the efEwrts of the Soviet UnIon, the new demockacy of -1
l a d and to the apement between the Soviet Union and @
United States.
3 ~ ~ 1 .
For the Jerrrish people this decision la a historic swp.towthe reahtkn of a dream of dentufies. It sigdfw that-daaa
e v e form of the world, headed'by the W e t Unilrnpi
are actively-promoting the dizatim $f the national
tiom of lmge s~donad the:JmhhLpeapleto atdshlw~q
JePPish rtatt in Paieatiae Bur,
must also m q g n b kbbb
while Udted States' mpport:=
oie
-df the d e d h 'M
.
.I

in the decision, American @icy may yet prove a serious
obstacle to the implementation and realization of that decision. American policy m y yet become an obstade to the
establishment of an i n d e p e t a h t Jewish s t a t e free of all
foreign imperialist domination. Amerizan policy seriously
interferes with the ability of the Jewish state to kcome truly
demoaatic and to follow a consistent policy of peace and
collaboration with the Arab state.
For Amerimn support of the United Nations partition
plan is motivated, in addition to internal political consider-atiom, by the inner imperialist rivalries between h e Uniterl
States and Great Britain for control and influence in the
Middle East and in the Mediterranean. In that region, as in
other parts of the world, Wall Street is trying to meate emnomic, political and military bases to be used against the
full independence arid development of the projected Jewish
and Arab states and against the whole anti-imperialist camp
headed by the Soviet Union. American imperialism will try
to make the Jewish state its puppet and to exploit and oppress the Jewish people in the interests of Wall Street. American and British imperialism together will try to intensify and
prolong friction between Arabs and Jews and to obstruct the
economic unity and the politicaI co-operation of the two
states.
To guard against this danger to the Palestine Yishuv aotl
to the Jewish people as a whole, we must be on the alert
against the dangerous theory of reactionary cirdes in the
Zionist movement that the Yhkuv and the Jewish peopIe
everywhere should orient their policy towards the "West"
(read, imperialists). Need we be reminded that the "West"
failed to protect our people h m HitIer-in fact, cold-bloodedly abandoned us to Hitler, during the rise and fall of Nazifascism, and that it was the "East," the Soviet Union, which
protected and saved millions of our p p l e from extermination? Great Britain, the stronpt power in westem Eumpe,
is the imperialist exploiter and oppremr of the Y i s h w It is
the power that now offers one of the greatat and most d m - '
'

gerous obstacles to the realization of the United Nations
decision for a Jewish state. The other major western power,
the United States, which is now the world center of reaction,
go

The hard fact

tween the Jewish and Arab states, md d the co-opmation of
the Jewish state with the anti-imwrialit, demoaatic mnp in
the United Natioxu and in the world.

We

mwit therefore

demand and fight for the qukhtk

+:

.

sible implementation of the United Nations decision. We
must demaud:
.
That the Security Council of the United Nations take lull
charge of the Palatine situation and assume direct responsibility for implementing the decision of the General Asrsembly;
That the Senuity Council call upon the British administration in Palestine to cease interfering with and hampering
the defense actions of the Jewish community;
That the Security Council call upon all member nations
to take all necessary measures to prevmt shipments of arms
and munitions from their respective countries to those Arab
groups and antries that are attacking the Jewish community and are fighting against the Palatine decision of the
United Nations;
That the Security Council. take a11 necemq measures to
arm the Jewish community, which shall carry on its defense
actions under the supervision of the Security CouncilWe must demand of the American government the immediate lifting of the embaqo upon the shipment of a r m s to
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the Jewish Yisfitsv.
In the wake of the United Nations decision, old divisions

and alignments-for or against a Jewish staware gradually
losing all significance. A new alignment of social and political
forces must take place in Jewish life everywhere on the issues
arising horn the smuggle to create the Jewish state. This new
alignment wiU heIp to consolidate all demomatic and antiimperialist form in the fight for the full implementation of
the United Nations decision. This realignment will also influence the policies of demoaatic and Left form in the Zionist movement, in Palestine a well m in the United States,
and wiIl move them toward the anti-imperialist and demomtic camp.
T o summarize our main analysis and conclusions:
The historic decision of the United Nations on PaIerstine
became possible in the present period because of the following factors. Fht, the existence, vitality and just national
demands of the Jewish community in Palatine, which is
growing into nationhod and becoming an important politi22

.

=
,

c d factor in the Near Eat. Secondly, the favorable internationaI eituation.
But y e distinguish between the two ?uditative.ly dikrent
components of the favorable intamatmrnl situatioa The
h t component is the tremendoudy hawed moral and
poIitica1 authority of the Soviet Union in world d W s due
to its decisive part in defeating the hidat enemy in the war.
And together with thL. the riK of the new demot3ades of
E m p c and of the general s t t w g t h of the anti-imperialist
camp. In the United Nations this camp, headed by the M t
Union, has played a decisive part in the M s i w ePr a'jlewish

i

state.
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camponen* is the great veakeninq ot ~ t i r h
imperialism, tbe inaeased strength of Amesic;aa m p i a l k
the rivahy between them, as we1 as their desire to a
e
against the red independence of the Arab and JM and
against the anti-imperidht camp headed by the Soviet Union. .
These factors plus internal political considerations p d u d
United Statee' acceptan= of the Soviet compromise oE& €ur
t& setting up of the two new atates in Palestine.
We must keep ?hex faas dearly before the ega of our
peopk. Only then wiU they fully realhe who are the real
£riends of the projected Jewish state and of the Jewish pop&
in general. Only then wilI the masm of o w 'people unders b d fully the nm &gem now threatening the realization
.of the Jewish state--the dangers coming from American and
British imperiahn

3. BIROBlDJAN AND P o r n

,

Our struggle for an independent Javiah state in Palestine
will not rlimininh, but will make stmnger our interest -and
activity in the upbuilding of the Jewish Autonomws Region
in Birobidjar~The gmwth of Birobidjan as the Soviet homeland of a developing sodfit Jewish nation is of deep &nifiane to the Jd
p p l e throughout the world.
The Soviet Jews are manifesting increased # e '~ rion
to b d d up Birobidjan. In the current year organized sad
systematic immigration of Soviet Jews co the Jewish Aumous Region has proceeded. The Swiet government and dl
g3

are providing necessary facilities and help to
the new settlers and to the full development of Birobidjan.
?'he Jewish maases of all countries admire the rapid reviva1 01 the Jewish community in Poland. Its achievements
in production and industry, in pductivization of the Jewish
mimes, in d t u r e and child care and in edumtion are truh
rmgmificent. These achievements can serve as an inspiration
to the development of a progressive Jewish life in the United
Staces as well as in many other countries. It is dear that the
Jewish community in new Poland is stable and permanent.
It is playing, and will continue to play, iu part in the building up of the new Polish democracy. i t will continue, as it
has begun, to play a major role in t l h Iife the Jewish people
of the world. American Jewry must establish ever closer connections with this new Jewish community and give all possibIe financial and material assistace to it. American Jewry
should struggle for a friendly American policy toward the
new Poland and combat the Truman-Marshall plan to saba
tage the reconstruction of poland' and to encourage =actionary and fascist elements inside and outside of Poland. We
must o p p e the attempt of American and British imperialists
to m p e n the settled question of Poland's' Western frontiers
as part of their program to rebuild a fascist and imperialist
Gennany.
Recently the Central Committee of Polish Jews made concrete proposds fof the democratization and reconstruction of
the World Jewish Congress. These proposals were supported
by Einikeil, organ of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee in
Moscow, in an article which stated that Soviet Jewry was
vitally concerned in the execution of the Polish proposals, A
sirnilat position has been taken by labor and p q m s i v e
Jewish forces everywhere.
We must re&m our position that the World Jewish Congress must be so reconstituted as to embrace all Jewish cornmunities on a basis of equality, of cooperation with the demouatic forces of the world and that it make possible the free
and active pqrticipation of labor, Left-wing hnd (=ornmunise
forces in Jewish life. There will be an opportunity to fight
for this position in the forthcoming Geneva meeting of the
World Jewish Congress in February, 1948.
its institutions
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4- SOME mRRmw
The recent American J
event oi great sipdicance,
che possibility for demo

This Conference was

emphasized that the struggle £0
culture is an integral part of the
anti-Semitism, fascism and war.
For the first time in the history of such conferences the
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and in English An important instrtunent in this smuggle, as
the past year has demmscraxed, is i t b e propwive E n g W
monthly, Jewish Life.
We have not yet solved all the cultural problems springing
from the bi-lingual cham-, of the American Jewish national
group. W e still must continue our suuggIe against the ~b
stinate refusal to recognize the a-uJai role of Yiddish .as the
mother tongue of large sections of the Jewish people and as
the prime repitory of modern Jewish culture. The vital
importance of advancing the knowledge of Yiddish as an
essential for the further grow& of an American Jewish
cultwe both in English and Yiddish is s t i l l seriously underestimated.Translationsfrom theYiddish areveqimpommt,
and we must make more of them adable. But translations
are no substitute for d i n g Yiddish and its cultural treasures
a living fact in the struggle for a prog~eAveJewish lifq and
culture in America

.

1

3

Equally daugemus is the s t d h tendency on the part of
many Yiddish-speaking progressive Jews to refuse to reaognize .,
that Jewish culture in America is growing in both languages, ''
English as well as Yiddish. To neglect the development of a. .
propshe Jewish culture in English will just as surelg desmy '
Jewish clllture in America as will the failure to build it in
Yiddish. The Jewish cultural movement will receive new
impetus from the conference on Jewish cultural work in
English which is being planned by Uruf £or the near LTutureIt would be well to re-examine the character, program and
teaching methods of the progressive Jewish schools for children
flowing from a q n i t i o n of our cultural bilingualism.
The Cutural Conference adopted measures for broadening
the work bf Ikuf, for extending the mass base of cultural work,
and for drawing the trade unions into more active p'arricipation.
A most imprtant debion was the endorsement of the
appeal of the Central Committee of Polish Jews for one united
World Jewish Cultural Cong~ess.Work towad such n united
World Congress will require a most determined smuggle
against the reactionary and pro-imperialist form of the
Fmward group and of the Jewish Labor Committea For they
seek to prevent a united World Jewish Cultural Congress and
to exploit Javish &turd movements for reactionary purpow.
We must establish contact with all honest Jewish forces who
can make m a t i y e and progressive contributions to the cultural
life of our people. We must try to establish conditions favor.
able to b aeation of a broad, united Committee in the
United States to carry on a ~unpaignfor one united WorId
Jewish Cultural Congress as envisioned by the Cenuslf Committee of Polish Jews.
However, the recent Cultural Conference revealed a number
of serious shortcomings in our cuItural life. We shall indiate
them briefly, A wide gap exists between the cultural activities
of'the more advanced elements and the broad masses of our
people. This a n be overcome only by intensifying the fight
for a pmgwive mass Jewish cultup. Ameriean Jewidh CUE
turd works too often fail to reflect the life and progxearsive
struggles of the American Jewish national group. As yet
Jewish cultural production in the United States is not sufb
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integrated with American life The p r q m s i v e Jewish
dtural movement h a not yet given enough encouragement,
spiritual or material, to the m i v e activith of Amtrim
Jewish writers, poets, artiscs, actom, teachma and o h cultural workers, who are at present not pducing to the full
t
extent of their creative powers.
The discussion of current problems of h & c a Jewish
culture in Jewish Life h a established certain principles and
hm opened linea of thought on others. The dhudotl has
r e h e d that Amerian Jewish d t u r e has the histork task
of acting as inspirer and guide for the struggle of tho Jcwiah
masses for a progressive Jewish life? for the s d ~ ofl the
,Jewish people. Culture in dl its aspectis and tormS muat
mabilk our people for progressive Jewish dture aad
existence in the United Stata. It must establish aeathe
&ange
and cultural ~ 0 9 p t i o nwitB Jewish k U n i t b
in other lands.
Xt would be a mistake to believe that a cultural @uct
- which does not fully &e
its function to v i d e and i y ~ p h
the struggle for a pmpmive Jewish life, ceases therefore to
be a contribution to pmgressive Ammian Jewish. cul'Culturd products generally, as we bow, varp in ,
-q
whether artistic, sdd or ideologlcal, Such unevenness is Dsarily more pronounced in A m h Jewish cultural life.
' American Jewish life presents a most complex and c h d e d
pattern of varying degree8 of assimilation, various n t a p 'in
the development of Jewish consciousness and mmprehdon
,of progressive cultural needs. Amerian Jewish culture tlrilI
+thereforereffea this cxlmpIexity and unevenness. I t ' d
s d y display many individual grades of ideological quality,It will show many degrees of approximation toward the. Mfillmat of its main ideological tasks.
What we must do in these circumstances is reasonably dear.
We must m e r a steady course toward a dm &t i n s p h
,and mobilizes for a m i v e Jewish life and p m p s i v e
mass culture. To reach this objective d l demand mudl b e ,
creative efEort and ideological struggle. By shulam a d
enmuraging every honest cuItural effort, w W
i~
t
h
.direction of our main objedve and a
h
m q a d m t&gmw.
and mature, we shall build a
culture w b I q dl
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inspiring anZm06~&?n~the masses for a pmgmsive Jewish
life.
Z)ota thir mean that w e relinquish c u l t 4 standards?
Should we be content with little-in ideology, in d content,
in artistic value--=
we have not achieved more? By no
means. We shall fight for a culture that realizes its main
functions. We &all 6ght for our ideologid and artistic standards in culture. But we shall do so by serving and helping to
guide present-day progressive Jewish cuIture with all its un-

-
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evenness and inadequq. Thus our standards will help the
c u I t d w o r b to &ove fomard more rapidly and consciously toward the compkte fulfillment of their role of
i m p h and g u i h fox a progrerssive Jewish life.

5. CERTAIN JDE0UH;IW QUESTIONS
REGARDING ZIONISM
Recent events with regard to Palestine have once again
brought to the fore certain ideological questions on Zionism.
It has been aswrted that Communist support for the esestablishment of a jewhh state in Palestine became possible only
through a departure fmm Manrism on the Jewish question
and the consequent adoption of some Zionist ideas.
Some Zionist leaders welcome this "departure" from Marxism because thev hold that Marxism is therebv weakened and
2ioniL streng&nd At rhe same time certaih Marxists, tm,
disapprove tlija "departure'" because they, too, believe that it
weakens Mariimn and streng&ens Zionism. This +misconcep
tion was advanced especially by certain Zionist writers following the famous Gromyko speech to the United Nations in
May, 1947, which proposed the atablishment of one dual
rewish-Arab state in Palestine or, if this should prove imk i b ~ e the
, consideration of establishing two separate independent and democratic states. In this declaration of Soviet
plicy, Gromyko, according to certain Zionists, was supposed
to have abandoned the Marxist position on the national and
Jewish quatiom.
In November, 1946, the Communist Party issued a rerolution an Jew& work which dearly demonstrated that the
'
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We couId not a e p t the Biltmore
the legitimate national rights of the

Palestine ~~d
for all munuieg.
land in Palestine

developed by fRnin and S t a h Su& an approach is hem, patible with the bourgeois natim&&, ideolugy of Zionism.
For Marxists hold that "the final comple* and permanent
solution of the Jewish question will be attained only under
s~~
on the basis of the pripciples h u l a t e d . b y h i n
' C

ILl

and Sraiin and as developed in the Soviet Union*s ~ I u t i o n
of the national question" (ResoIntion on the J h h QUeSti~n,
' Political Afairs, November, 1946, p g e I 037).
The poLiep of dewloping Jewish statehood in Bmbidjan
-bears directlv and intimately on wherhm or not Mmxim is
compatible with Jewish statehood. Allow me ta quote horn
my artide dealing with this quation in the July, 1gpyl h u e
of Political Afluis. I stated then: When .the Soviet Government pmdgated in ,
lggq the famous decree for eetabhhhg Birobidjan w.a
J e d h Autonomous Reghq &dink cxphind that &'
p u r p was to create a Jewish state unit, Jmhh

-
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, hood, for the economic and cultural devdopmmt of a

Jewish nationality. Not only did this constitute po de- .. ,
part- fmm Ma*
but, on the contrary, ir was the
development of Marxism applied to the solution of the
Jewish question in the conmete circumtances of the
Soviet Union. It follows inevitably from Stalin's and
from the entire Marxist-Lenintt policy of the Swiet
government on this question;
And further:
This proves conclusively that there is no mntradiction in principle between Marxism and the idea d a
Jewish state. It dso proves that Marxists brought forth
and supported the idea of a Jewish state when the
objective conditions became ripe for it, when popessiwe forces had made their appearance on the historic
stage interested in and capabk of realizing the aspirations of large sections of the Jewirh people for a ]wish
state. This is what happened in the Swiet Union with
regard to Birobidjan, This is what prompted Mamists
in the recent period to raise the question of Jewish
statehood and of a Jewish state in Palestine.
Some people still labor under the misapprehension that
Lenin and Stalin oppmxd a Jewish state in principle and that
thq shared the opportunist and bourgeois nationalist views
of the socialdemoc~aticJewish "Bund in old Russia on tbis
quation; Nothing can be farther horn the truth, T o quote
again from the same article:
It was Stalin, in his poIemia with the "Bund" in
rgtg and in other writings, who bhted and demonstrated scientifically that a peopk cannot live a normal
and Ed$national lifecannot be a single nation-il it
does not have a common territory, one national economy, Ianguage and d t u r e . Stalin was speaking about
the Jewish peopIe. This meant two things. F h t , the
Jewish people annot act as a single nation, much as
they may desire if. Second, in the a h n c e of a Jewish
community anywhere on earth growing into nationh d , the Zionist policies for a Jewish state at that time
30
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(19 13) were not only utopian but pmhmdly reactionary &ce no pragrdve foras of any sort were then
present in the objective situation interaced in and
capable d realizing tht dream of o Jewish a t a t e It is
still m e today that the Zionist ooncqtion &at the
Jews of all lands constitute one single nation is of a
bourgeois nationalist character.

From this it is clear that we make no claim thrtt Marxists
always posed the question of Jewish statehood in the same way
or that they have d w a p favored a policy of struggle for a
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Jewish state.
Marxist opposition to Zionbm was different in W
p
l
c
from rhat of the "Bund." For the latter proceeded on the
fallacious assumption that it is possible to create a Jewish
nation without a common territory and national emnomy.
Soviet Mamists, on the contrary, realized that it was impmsible to aeate a Jewish nation without a common territory
and national economy. Thus, when it bemm pwraible to $et
aside a common territory to be settled by Soviet Jews and for
the development of a Jewish national economy and cuIture
{national in. form, sacialist in content), the Swiet Marxists
projected a Soviet Jewish $$ate and nation in Birobidjan.
From the same basic Marxist point of view we must approach
the question of Jewish stat&&
in Palestine.
Fundamental changeg have occurred in the internal and
extmal position of Palestine and its peoples. Fuudamental
&mga have taken place in the general life of the Jewish
people in the capitalist world during the a d d period of
the rise and fall of Hider fascism. Failure of the Western
world to protect the Jews frum Nazi extermination and the
tragic lags of a third of our people at the hands of the fascists
duxing World War U. have made the old dream of a Je*
state in Palestine the aspiration of wide mstsses of our people.
Most important and decisive is the fact that during the same
period a vital Jewish community developing into nationhood
grew up in Palestine. Furthermore, certain chmgm took place
in the international situation following World War 1-1*hi&
aeated favorable conditions for the realization of Javish mtional aspirations in Palestine. Imperialist Britain wmkeaed,
3'

'

American imperiahm grew in strength, and the rivahy between them in the Middle East, as in the rest of the world,
was intensi6ed. This rivalry is one basic factor in the new
situation, More fundamental, however, is the increased prestige and strength of the demoaatic and anti-imperialist a m p
headed by tbe Soviet Union, deriving from their decisive role
in defeating the fascist memy. A democratic realization of
Jewish aspirations bas therefore b e m e possible.
C o q u m t l y , and in full accord with their fundamental
mition on the national question, the Marxists r a i d the
question of Jewish statehood in Palestine. They raised it in
the most democraa most desirable and, in the long run,
most durable form-in the form of one dual Jewish-Arab
independent and demoaatic state in Palestine. They also
indiated that, if deterioration of Jewish-Arab rdations had
made the proposal for a common state impractid at this
time, it might then be necessary to consider the establishment
of two separate and independent states.
As we know, conditions did make it necessary to decide in
favor of two separate states. The projected separate states
were 'of c o w entirely different from the. many pattition
schema contempIated by British and American imperialism.
The United Nations pIan d l e d for two independwt and
demoaatic states with economic unity between them.
It is important to realize that the major responsibility for
the further deterioration of Arab-Jewish relations lxtween the
historic Gromyko declaration in May and the United Nations
decision in December, 1947, rests with British and American
imperialism, effectively aided by Atgb and Jewish reactionaries inside and outside of Palestine.
It should also be noted that the demomatic and antiimperialist form, among both the Jews and Arabs, bear their
own responsibaity for the inadequate struggle for h b -Jewish
unity and for a dual, demomatic ArabJewish state of two
equal peoplet~,
Now there are some who maintain that by agreeing to the
partition of Pdatine, Marxists have once again departed
from Marxi~m,have abandoned their proposal for one Jewish, Arab state and have accepted something advocated by Zionism. But hem, too, fancy has won over fact. For die truth is
32
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the Jewish and Arab reactionary hrces" (Political
Nov., 1946,page 1089). It is now even clearer than ever thatMamist opposition to the imperialist schemes for partition
of Palestine and for a United Nations solution was o r r e c ~
This fight was carried on by the anti-imperialist forces
despite opposition from mactionaay Zionist circles. The fqht
was effective because it helped to prevent the carrying out of
Anglo-American imperialist schema and f o r d the issue into
the United Nations. ,The democratic forces headed by the
Soviet Union were thus afxorded an opportunity to praject
and work for a democratic solution.
The United Nations decision, which &moved British andlor
Angl~Americanimperialism from exdusive jurisdiction over
Palestine, meated conditions for the democratic states to
influenee thk dmomatic im$lemmtation 01 the partition
ddsion. We should note at this p i n t that official Zionist
policy was opposed to bringing the h u e of Palestine to the
United Nations.
It is therefore clear that in their fight for Jewish statehood,
for an Arab-Jewish state, or for two separate independent
democratic states as decided'by the United Nations, Marxigts did not have to depart from Marxism on the nationjtl-and

,q
-
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Jewisb questions. It is dear that the Marxist position in sup
port of a Jewish state in PaIestine did na derive from the
acceptance of any Zionbt ideological elements. On the contrary, the position of the Mamists was developed it$ arcorti
with chnging conditions and constitutes the application of
Mamism-Leninism to the solution of the Jewish (and Arab},
quation in Palestine. Marxists have dhqgdshed in the past
and will continue to distinguish between the living reality of
Jewish nationhood in Palestine, and therefore of the fulfillment of their right to self-determination, and Zionism as a
political. philosophy--a bourgeois-nationalist ideology incompatible with M a d m ~
Zioninm and the New Aligmment in Se
for
the Jd
State
Some Zionisre claim that the United Nations decision was a
ttiumph .for Zionism, even as a private victory for the Zionist
parties. And, I am s q r y to say, some mnfused progressive non-

Zionists axe impressed by this chatter.
Fortunately, the masses of the Jewish people, induding the
bulk of the Zionists and many of their leaders, do not h e
this misconception. The m
s of our people m i d w the
United Nations decision a triumph of justice and truth, The
masses of our people acclaim the United Nations decision as
opening the way to the realization of Jewish national aspirations. They do not consider it a triumph of one parhdar
Jewish political movement or party, e v p though many Jews
grant Zionism considerable recognition for the U.M, decision.
The time has long passed when many, indu*
some
American-Jewish Marxists, identified the Jewish Yishuv and
the idea of Jewish statehood in Palestine with Zionbt ideology
and its p o l i t i d program. Some people concluded that one
could not favor Jewish statehood in Palestine, without sup
potting Zionism;or, conversely, if one were opposed to Zionism, that one would be obliged to oppose Jewish s t a t e h d
in Palestine. This enoneous~identification of Jewish statehood
with Zionism was responsibIe-formany past m
r
s~f American
Jewish Communists on the Palestine question, and has been
e x p d and criticized in the Party resolution of 1946.
The central objective of politid Zionism has been b

B

establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine. But this objective
was not confined to the Zionist parties, It was an aspiration
and a dream of large maws of m q peopfe. By incorporating
this aspiration into a pbtitid platfthe Zionist movement
undoubtedly played an i m p t part in the w e n d emergence of a national J+
oommuniq in Palestine. 80one
would question that the Zionist mwement ha become over
the years an important factor in Jewish We..
But it is demonstrable that of6dal Zioriise @cia have
dways been oriented on imperialism and reaction.
The bourgeois-nationfit and chauvinist idealw a~d,dicia1 policies of Zionism in relation to the k a ? ~
ph
an important role in intensifying national temivn, p+
, by British imperhhm and aided by the Arab reactionary
nationalists. Zionist policy has alwap insisted on the
tion of the Diaspora," Le., that Jewish life in all c 6 d . w
outside of Palestine is doomed. This t h q , which is an in, t-1 part of basic Zionist phitomphy to this wry day, ahibits a complete contempt for tbe achiwementa and M t y
of many Jew& communities throughout the world. It 'has
proven utopian and reactionary, as is evidenced by the Jewish
mmmunities in the Soviet Union and Birobidjan in pnhl a , in the United States, Polrtnd, elc This theory has also
, had the efFect of e s m q h g from the Yisharv large: d w s
, pf our people ia many larmda
The, bowpis-nationalist ideology of Zionism has aImp
tehdea to cultivate among Jewish w o r k and the Jewish
masses generally, trends toward separation from the Iabm and
progressive forces of their respective countries and from other
peoples. Such trends play into the hands of reaction and 'anti.
Semitism and militate against the struggle of our people f a
equal rights and for survival everywhere, induding P d m h .
Zionism as a politid movement worked for the ~tablhhmmt of a Jewish state in Palestine. It thus contributed to
the emergence of the Jewish Yishw, whose existwoe in tam
made neewry a& poaible the United Nations de.&ofl.'But
'Zionism also bears a heavy responsibility for-many of the
dii&dtia which now ~0&nt !he realization of this &&an.
Zionism is In part responsible for the deterioration of JewWArab relations, h a u s e of its f d w e to break with imperhlib
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and join hands with the anti-imperialist, democratic forces
of the world, which are the most dependable allies of our
people for the realization of the Jewish state.
Now that concrete prospens have opened for the realimion
of a Jewish state, Jewish opinion all over the world is in fermar. Within the Zionist movement democratic elements
realize'that the m t a b b e n t and sakguarding of the Jewish
state demand a firm alliance with the anti-imperialist form
of the world.
This process will continue. Th$ is a healthy manifestation
and one that we mast encourage. For there is need for a
powerful united movement of Zionists and non-Zionists to
bring to fruition the establishment and independence oi t h e
Jd
state. The development oE anti-imperialist unity ol
our people everywhere is imperative for the survival and
flourishing d our people. Welded to the - overall demomatic,
anti-imperialist strug-gle of the American people as a whole,
this line of struggle can assure the eradication of fascism, and
the securing of a durable peace, equality, economic security
and democracy.

6. TEE NATIONAL COMIMISSION FOR
*H
worn
The National Jewish Commission of the Communist Party
in its d v e months of existence, has realized some significant
objectives fomulated in the Party's resolution on Jewish
work. The Commkion made certain progress in translating
the Party resolution into a living component of Communist
work and into a guide for o m daily activities among the
masses. The general policies set forth in the Party resolution
have proved to be correct and eRective.
A major field of operation for our Cownigsion was to guide
Communist participation in the Mowring Freiheib, in the
Morning Freiheir Amciation and in Jewish Life. Jewish
C o h u n i s t s were thereby enabled to make sigdlcant contributions to the buildmg of these progrmive organs and
institutions, as well as to the struggle £or Jewish anti-fascist
and anti-imperialist unity and to the defense of vital Jewish
interests.
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vital issues a d in
Codnkion and

personnel are other weak spots in our work. In addition the
woeiul lack of trained cadres for Jewish work is felt acutely
in all phases oE our activity. This deficiency must be quickly
remedied.
We have not supplied the irreducible minimum d pamphlets and literatuxe for ideolugical guidance and mass propaganda. This has been a most serious obstacle in our work.
Our ideoloeical work has slrso fallen short. There is need
for much mo& e8ective ideological guidance on Jewish quw
tians with our Party membership and organizations. W e must
supply much more systematic ideological leadership to Communists in mass organizations as well as to Communist writers,
journalists, lecturers and edumtors engaged in Jewish work.
We propose a number of immediate measures to be undertaken by the Party arganiaations as well as by the 60mmission:
(1) T o d
l city or community conferences by Party organizations to pIaq ampaigns among the masses for struggle
qainst and the outlawing of anti-Semitism; (p) T o o r w e
o& national and e v e r 2 reriiond t r a e khools f& the
education of competent ad& for Jewish k k ; (3) T o set
up a special sub-committee of the National Cornrnission to
supervise work among youth and the veterans: (4) To assign
a leading member of the Conhission to assume responsibility
for developing politicJ mass education through meetings, f ec-

.

tures, pamphlets, etc.
M O S ~ important is the participation of Communists in the
Morning Freihdt and Jewish Life. This remains our major

responsibility.
Measures must be taken to haease the circulation of the
Morning Freiheif, which is one of the dearest possessions of
the Left and more advanced sections of the American Jewish
masses. The paper must be made more popular, more lively,
more appealing to the broader masses of our people. The
Morning Freiheit must become a genuine mass people's paper.
At the same time, it is generally a p e d that considerable
improvement is necessary in the political and ideological
quality of the Morning Freihit because of the gowing complexity oE the present situation.
Jewish Life, as we know, has already made a deep impression on the American Jewish community. Witb increasing
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Only two y e m after the vktdous end of tbe military m7
against world Wm, the Jewish p p 1 e once more stand at' .r the ammads. Their &y%1 t w more thF.eartened, this
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